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Participation in Sensitivité 
 
Thank you for your interest in Sensitivité. We have been collecting art since 1990. With 
more than 30 years of experience studying and collecting art, our quest to seek out the 
zest in contemporary art has turned into a passion, and we have continued to collect 
works of art based on real talent. 
 
It is our goal to promote young talented artists, in particular from the Bengal region, 
and over the years our interest has grown for Indian artists from all over the world. Our 
knowledge and expertise have been honed after spending more than three decades 
attending art exhibitions all over the world and meeting with artists.  
  
Over the years, we have developed personal relationships with many artists with the 
ultimate goal of promoting their work and to bring Indian art to the world. Sensitivité is 
meant to bridge the gap between the fortunate haves and the hungry have-nots, so that 
Indian art can be made available to anybody in the world. On the site you can find 
paintings of all price ranges to cater to everybody’s budgets and needs. 
 
Every single painting in our collection of over 800 paintings has been handpicked and is 
privately owned. Unlike other galleries every painting that is displayed here is owned 
by the group. With every painting purchased the buyer will received an authenticity 
letter that has been personally signed by the artist. 
  
If you wish to promote your works through our website, you can do so on the following 
conditions: 
 
i) Our commission will be 10% on the sale after deduction of shipping expenses, 

bank/transaction charges, and TDS (certificate of which will be given to you for 
reclaim). 

ii) You have to provide us with photographs of at least 6 of your original art works, 
and a maximum of 15 art works. 
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iii) You have to provide us with your Bio-data, which should include your date of 

birth, education/training, write-up about your art style and outlook. The profile 
should also list out any solo/group exhibitions and other achievements that you 
have made. 

iv) Each photo must be professionally taken having a resolution value of at least 300 
pixels/inch (Hi-Res), so that it can be printed on high quality paper for us to be 
able to promote your art works using brochures or art catalogues. This will be 
distributed to overseas clients mostly. 

v) For each art work that you give us to upload on our website, you have to give us 
a Certificate of Authenticity which is signed by you. We require 2 hard copies of 
this certificate for our records before we can upload any art work on the website. 

vi) The price of each work will be determined by you. You may ask us to change the 
price on the website as often as you like. 

vii) You will have to deposit your paintings with us at our office address for which 
we will give you an Accountable Receipt. This is to ensure that any work 
committed by us to a prospective buyer for sale cannot be retracted by you.  

viii) If you wish to call back any art work, you can do so at any time. We will return 
the painting to you within 3 working days.  

ix) You may replace sold art works with new art works if you like. 
x) If for any reason you choose to do so, you can remove all your art works from 

our website at any time, after 3 months.  
xi) For the efforts for promotion, advertisement, Search Engine Optimization (SEO), 

brochures of your work, you will pay a one-time fee of Rs. 5,000. 
xii) Paintings that you provide us should be securely packed and rolled up. 
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I _______________________________, agree to all the above terms. I am providing you 
with the following as per the terms stated by you. 
 

a) My original art works  
b) Photos of my art works 
c) My Bio-Data 
d) 2 copies of Authenticity Letter for each art work 
e) My selling price for each art work 

 
I hereby state that each painting provided is an original work of art produced by me. 
 
 
Signature  ____________________ 
Date _________________________ 
Place _________________________ 
 

 

 

 


